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It is shown that linear operators on a wide class of function and measure 
spaces on [0, co) which commute with the right shift operators are necessarily 
continuous. Indeed, commutativity with a single nonidentity shift is often 
sufficient, and the results are valid for more general cones. As a consequence 
characterizations of perfect operators and other multipliers are obtained, and 
applied to prove an extension of a result of Diamond for derivations on measure 
algebras. 

1 

Let E and F be Banach spaces, Z’i and T, continuous linear operators 
on E and F, respectively. The continuity of linear operators T : E + F 
satisfying the commutativity condition TT, = T,T has been con- 
sidered in [lo] and [l 11. Of particular interest to us here is the simple 
case E = F = Ll(R), Tl = T, = 6, the operator of translation to 
the right by some a E R\(O). If TS, = 6,T then T is necessarily 
continuous by [lo] Proposition 8.1 (note that in [lo] Sa denotes 
translation to the left by a). The same result holds for L@(R), 
1 < p < GO, and for more general locally compact abelian groups 
provided a has infinite order. On the negative side the analogous result 
fails for the FrCchet spaces C(R), Cm(R) even supposing T commutes 
with all translations ([lo]). Ag ain, taking F = C, Tl = 6, and T, the 
identity, TT, = T,T means T is a linear functional invariant under 
translation by a. If E is Ll(R) or p(Z) and T is invariant under all 
translations then T need not be continuous ([13]), whereas for C”(R) 
or L2(G), G compact abelian, such T is necessarily continuous 

w21, f.141). 
All of the above are concerned with linear operators acting on 

certain translation invariant spaces of functions on some group. In 
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OPERATORS COMMUTING WITH SHIFTS 49 

the present paper the function (and measure) spaces will be defined 
over certain cancellation semigroups and instead of translations we 
consider right shift operators. The basic example is [0, co) with the 
shift 6, given by 

&f(t) = f$- a) I 
t2.a 

O<t<a. 

The use of right shifts rather than left shifts (f(t) +f(t + a)) is of 
utmost importance. Our results are all positive, that is, the linear 
operators commuting with shifts will necessarily be continuous. 
This is definitely not the case for left shifts ([l 11). 

The idea behind the arguments used herein is due to Diamond [4]. 
The results obtained are valid for a wide class of spaces and we show 
how the basic method can be modified to different situations including 
spaces of integrable functions, locally integrable functions, measures 
and perfect functions. 

2 

Let P be a cone in a locally compact abelian group G, so that 
P + P C P, P, - P = {O}. P determines a partial order < on G 
by [Y < #? exactly when B - 01 E P, and we write [01, /?I for the order 
interval {y: 01 < y < 8). It is not necessary to posit that P lies in 
some locally compact abelian group G, but this is the natural setting 
for our results. The motivating examples are N, [0, co) and, more 
generally, cones in R”. Lp(P), 1 <p < co will denote the Lebesgue 
spaces for the invariant measure inherited from G, M,(P) the space of 
bounded Bore1 measures on P. If E is a space of functions on P the 
shift operators 6, , 01 E P are defined by 

Sax@) = yo- 4 B a lx 
otherwise 

for x E E. E is called a-invariant if 6,E C E and shift invariant if 
or-invariant for all 01 E P. Analogous definitions hold for spaces of 
measures. 

Our first result is well known in the special case P = N and 
a = 1([16]). 

THEOREM 1. Let 01 E P have the property that P = UT [0, nor]. 
Take E a closed or-invariant subspace of LP(P) or M,(P), and let F be 
one of these latter spaces. Then a linear operator T : E + F commuting 
with 6, is necessarily continuous. 
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Proof. Let F, denote the space of restrictions of elements of F to 
[0, nor], T, the linear operator x H TX I[O, na] mapping 23 to F, . 
Taking the induced topology on each F,, it suffices to show each T, 
is continuous. Supposing to the contrary that some Tk is discontinuous 
define inductively {xn} C E with (1 x, 11 < 2-” and 

n-1 

Let /3 = 2ka, y = C 6,,x, E E and S,,, = T(2m+l)k . Noting that 

%n(Sdm) = LJx, IF4 mP + W 
= &~,TA, 

and 

which is not possible for all m. 

COROLLARY. If E C D(P), F C D(P) or M,(P) where 

co>p>q>l 

then T = 0. 

Proof. The argument of [9] Theorem 1.1 suffices. 
If P is u-compact, P = UF P, where P, C P,+1 are compact, let 

I&,,(P) denote the space of locally p th integrable functions, M(P) 
the space of Radon measures on P (that is, the Bore1 measures bounded 
,on compact sets). These are FrCchet spaces under the seminorms 
I * J,, determined in the obvious fashion from the compact sets P,, . 
Theorem 1 remains true for E a closed a-invariant subspace of 
L&‘,,(P) or M(P), the proof only requiring the simple modification of 
choosing the sequence {xn} C E with 1 x, l11 < 2-* (note that I * 1% 
increases with tt since P,, increases). If P is a cone in R” then C?(P) 
can be treated similarly though Cm(P) itself is not a-invariant for any 
a E P\(O). 
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3 

Difficulties arise, however, when we wish to generalize F to other 
than a Banach space. The proof of Theorem 1 makes crucial use of the 
fact that (11 Tk y II> is b ounded for any fixed y E E, and in general no 
such result is available. In this section we give two examples, both 
important in operational calculus, where growth conditions on the 
elements of the spaces concerned can be made use of to obtain the 
desired results. 

Let P be a cone in R” and 8 the subspace of L&,(P) consisting of 
those elements with exponential growth at infinity, that is, those 
x EL!,,(P) such that 

qn(x) = j e-nltl 1 x(t)1 dt < a3 

for some positive integer n. Thus if x E d then certainly 

I‘ 
e-ltls 1 x(t)1 dt < co. 

Give B the inductive limit topology determined by the Banach spaces 
8, = {x E B: qn(x) < co}. 

THEOREM 2. Let OL E P have the property that P = UT [0, n&l, 
and let E be a closed a-invariant subspace of b. Then a linear operator 
T : E ---t d commuting with 6, is necessarily continuous. 

Proof. It suffices to show that T : Ej -+ d is continuous for each 
j, where E, = 8.j n E. Having fixed j, the generalized closed graph 
theorem ([7], Th eor. 6.7.1) shows it is sufficient to show 

TK : x I-+ TX j[O, kor] 

is continuous for each K. Proceeding exactly as in Theorem 1, suppose 
to the contrary and define inductively {xJ C Ej with q,(x,J < 2-n and 

exp(--29 I fi I8 - Zk2 I OL 1”) 1 e-ltje I Tg,, I(t)dt 3 n + ‘fl 1 e+l’ ) TX,. I(t) dt 
i-l 

where /3 = 2kor. Taking y = x 6,*x, E E and 23, = Tta,+l~k we 
have 

s 
e-ltl* ( Ty I(t) dt > 1 e+l* I &y I (t) dt 

> 1 e+* I &@,~~)I (t)dt -Ii: I e+l’ 1 Tx,j(t)dt > m, 

which is not possible for all m. 
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In the case P = [0, co) a result akin to this is Theorem 3 of [19], 
and (continuous) linear operators on & commuting with all shifts are 
characterized in [6]. If 4 ELM&. is nonzero almost everywhere the 
argument of Theorem 2 is clearly applicable to the spaces 

and also to the Banach algebras S(4) of [S] Section 4.16. 
The second example is the space 8, of perfect functions on [0, co). 

For each positive integer n let 

6,,, = {x E cyo, co) : xyo +) = 0 for KEN, 

/ x In,t = sup{j e-%Y(i)(t)l : 0 < i < 1, t > O} < cc for ZEN), 

so that b,,, is a FrCchet space under the seminorms {I . ln,r}. Then 

Qcl = ul” ho,, with the inductive limit topology determined by the 
subspaces {b,,,}. A s a vector space 8, is the same as the space X of 
[17]. Although no topology is given on X there is a notion of conver- 
gence defined, which we denote x, % x. A linear operator on &, will be 
called *-continuous if it preserves * -convergence, and we remark that 
*-continuity necessitates continuity. To see this let Xfi , n E N denote 
the algebra of functions analytic on the half-plane Re z > n with the 
topology of uniform convergence on compact subsets, and set 2 = 
u Zm with the inductive limit topology. The Laplace transform L 
is clearly a linear operator from 8, into Xv, indeed, L maps B,,, 
into Zn for each n. Since L : b,,, + Zn is continuous it easily follows 
that L : &, 4 Z is continuous. Now let T be a *-continuous linear 
operator on 8, ; 0 it suffices to show T : cF,,~ ---f &a has sequentially 
closed graph for each j. Suppose then that {xn> C G?,,~ with x, -+ 0 in 
&,,i and TX, + y in &, , so that Lx, -+ 0 in 3 and LTx, -+ Ly in G-P. 
But Lx, -+ 0 in Z$ means exactly that x, -5 0 so, by hypothesis on T, 
TX,, IO, which in turn gives LTx, + 0 in X. Thus Ly = 0 and 
hence y = 0 as required. 

Whether the converse of this is true is not apparent, the difficulty 
arising from the fact that given {xn} C 8, with x, S 0 it is not clear 
that x, -+ 0 in E, need be the case (it would be, for example, if there 
were a half-plane Re .z > c and constants {MIc} such that 

on Re z > c for each k and all n). We shall see below that this difficulty 
can be circumvented for linear operators commuting with shifts. The 
following result refutes a statement of [2]. 
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THEOREM 3. A linear operator T on 8, which commutes with some 
6 (I, LY # 0 is necessarily continuous. 

Proof. This is yet another variation on the same theme. As in 
Theorem 2 it suffices to show the maps Tk : x H TX \[O, koc] are 
continuous from d,,j to E,, = E, I[O, kcu] for each integer j and k, 
where the topology on E,, is given by the seminorms 

j/ XII, = sup{I P(t)[ : 0 < i < n, 0 < t < k0$ 

defining the induced FrCchet space topology on E,, . Supposing Tk is 
discontinuous there is a seminorm [I * l[r such that 

is discontinuous. Define inductively {xn> C &O,i such that 1 x, Ii,% < 2-” 
and 

n-1 

e-(2n+1)nka 11 Tkx, Ill > n + c sup{l(T~,)~~)I(t) : 0 < i < 1, 
r=l 

0 < t < (2n + 1) KIY}. 

As before let /3 = 2koI, y = C an4xn, S, = T(2m+l)k so that 

Now Ty E &‘,,+r for some integer n, so that 

1 Ty [n,l = sup{/ e-““(Ty)ti)(t)l : 0 < i < Z, t 3 0) < 00 

and, furthermore, the supremum must be attained on [0, (2m + l)ka;] 
for any m sufficiently large. Choose such an m > n. Then we have 

I TY In,l = I &Y In,l> 

and 
I %&“AJI,,~ 3 e-(2m+1)mkn II Tkxm III , 

for Y = 1, 2,..., m-l,whence\ Tyl n,l > m. This is not possible for 
arbitrarily large m. 

THEOREM 4. For a linear operator T on 8, the following are 
equivalent. 
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(i) T commutes with all shifts 

(ii) T is continuous and commutes with all shifts 

(iii) T is continuous and commutes with d$erentiation 

(iv) T commutes with convolution, that is, T is a perfect operator 

(v) T is *-continuous and commutes with all shifts 

(vi) T is *-continuous and commutes with dzgerentiation. 

Proof. The equivalence of (iv), (v), (vi) is shown in [17], (ii) 
implies (i) trivially, (i) implies (ii) by Theorem 3, and (v) implies 
(ii), (vi) implies (iii) by the remark preceding Theorem 3 (or use (iv) 
and Theorem 1 of [2]). W e complete the chain by showing (ii) implies 
(iv) and (iii) implies (ii). 

(ii) implies (iv). Let /3 > 0 be fixed. Since T commutes with all 
shifts it follows that TX I[O, /3] depends only on x j[O, 181, so that T 
induces a linear operator T4 on EB . We show that T, is continuous 
where EB has the Frechet topology defined as in Theorem 3. Let 
x,--+0, Tx,-ty in ED. For /3 > E > 0 take y. E 6, such that 
ycI[o,B-4 = 1, yc 1[/3, 00) = 0. Then x, ye -+ 0 in 8, so that 
Tx,y,--+O in 6,. Since TX, j[O, /3 - 61 = Tx,y, I[O, /? - C] -+ 0 in 
E,-, it follows that y i[O, p - E] = 0. But p > E > 0 is arbitrary, 
so y = 0 in EB , and TB is continuous. Now EB is closed under con- 
volution, and taking x, y E E, we may approximate x * y by Riemann 
sums C, strxy(t7) At, in EB . Since TB is continuous and commutes with 
shifts on [0, /3] it follows that TB(x * y) = TBx t y on [0, /3]. But if 
x,y~~,,x*yl[O,Bl =~I~~,~l*yl[~,~1~~~~~~~~~*~~l~~~B1 = 
TX I[O, /3] * y on [0, /I]. Finally /? > 0 is arbitrary so that T(x * y) = 
TX t y and (iv) is proved. 

(iii) implies (ii). For th e purposes of proof we suppose the 
elements of 8, to be defined on the whole line, being zero on (- 00,0). 
Thus the operators S-, : Q, -+ P(R) are defined for 01 > 0. Now 
let X, y E &, with y having compact support, and for 01 > 0 define 

F(a) = j- T&x)(t) &y(t) dt. 
0 

Exactly as in [7], Section 5.11.3 F is a constant function. This is true 
for any y E 8s with compact support so K,T6,x is independent of LY. 
Thus T commutes with all shifts. 

It should be noted that a linear operator on go commuting with 
differentiation need not be continuous, for by [18] it need not be 
*-continuous. 
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4 

We now come to the situation where F is one of the FrCchet spaces 

JYoom we* H ere there are no growth conditions and our results 
are incomplete, requiring restrictions on the possibilities for the 
domain space E. In the particular case P = N, however, when L&,(P) 
and M(P) all coincide with the space 9 of all complex sequences with 
the coordinate topology the continuity result is easily obtained. 

THEOREM 5. A linear operator T on 9 which commutes with 6, for 
some nonzero k E N is necessarily continuous. 

Proof, For convenience we write the elements of 9 as formal 
power series in an indeterminate t. Let (pm} be the coordinate func- 
tionals, so that x = cp,(~) tn for x E P, and define functionals 

(fn> by TX = C fn(4 tn, x E 9. Since T commutes with S,C it follows 
that for any x E 9 

whence 

C f&kX) t” = Cfn(x) tn+k, 

(i) fn(tkX) = 0 for O<n<k 

(ii) f,+k(tk~) = fn(x) for n > 0. 

From (i) it follows that f, , 0 < n < k, vanish on &’ kerp, . By 
Lemma 5 on p. 32 of [14] each such f, must thus be a linear combina- 
tion of p, ,..., p,-, , and hence is continuous. 

Now suppose f, is continuous for 0 < n < mk for some integer m. 
If 0 < n < k (ii) shows that 

k-l 

fmk+&) = c Pi(X)fmk+n(ti) +.fh-l)k+nb) 
i=O 

where tky = x - Ct.; p,(x) ti. The mapping x H y is clearly well 
defined and continuous, whence fmk+% is continuous. It follows that 
every f, is continuous and the theorem is proved. 

This result may appear to be a very special case of Theorem 9.1 of 
[lo], however this is not so since 9 fails to satisfy condition (iii) of 
the FrCchet space case of that theorem: elements of % may grow 
arbitrarily fast. On the other hand for k = 1 the result is known and T 
is a multiplier ([16]). 

We now turn to the case of a cone in R”. For the remainder of this 
section P will denote a closed cone in R” with nonempty interior, 
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such that hP C P for h E R+, and (Y E Int P will be fixed. Note that 
P = u,” [0, nol]. A set (6, : /3 E B) of shifts will be termed dense if 
B is dense in P. F will denote one of the spaces L&),,(P), M(P) and E 
one of L&,(P), L’(P), M(P), M,(P) where the seminorms {I * I,> in the 
FrCchet cases are those determined from the compact sets [0, nor]. 
Some of the subsequent argument is valid for the other cases 
(Ly&(P), Lp(P)) for E, but for definitive results we need E to be a 
topological algebra with a bounded approximate identity and F to be 
a topological E-module, the product and module action being con- 
volution in all cases. This is certainly the case for the spaces E, F 
indicated, as well as for certain of their closed ideals (note that L&,(P) 
and L’(P) are closed ideals of M(P) and M,(P) respectively). 

Let T : E -+ F be a linear operator commuting with a dense set of 
shifts B, and for X E R+ set TA : x w TX 1 [0, Ax]. Define X = 
{X: TA is continuous}, Y = {X: TA = 01. 

LEMMAS. If7]EYthereistEX,.$>?j. 

Proof. Suppose to the contrary and let k > 71 + 2 be a fixed 
integer. Taking h, = 77 + 2-” define inductively {x%} C E with 
1 x, jn < 2-” and 

n-1 

I TA,,% Ik 3 n f C I Txi I~c * 
i=l 

Choose t/3,} C B such that &+r > B, + 2-% B, + b < (7 + 3% 
and let yn = B, + hP, y = c 43,x, 7 S, : x tt TX I[O, y,]. Since 
Brnfl + rla > 8, + 2-“a + ~101 = P, + LP = yrn we have 

m-1 

2 1 TX, I[O,hmc& - c I Txi kc 2 ml 
n=1 

which is not possible for all m. 
Our next lemma uses the arguments of [3]. 

LEMMA 3. If .$ E X there is a unique measure TV on P with support 
in [0, &xl such that 

T,x = I* * x I [O, &I 

for x E E. If F = Ly&P), p # 1, then t.~ E LP(P). 
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Proof. Since T commutes with a dense set of shifts it follows that 
Tf commutes with all shifts on [0, &I, and T,x only depends on 
x l[O, [a]. Now if X, y E E 

Tt %-T(S) ds E = I&(P) or W) 

T,(x *Y) = 
s 

TE j %x MY E = M(P) or M,(P). 

By continuity T, commutes with J on [0, &x] (l-51, Theor. 111.2.19 or 
111.6.20), and so 

T&x *Y) = T,x * y I 10, 54. 

Now if E = M(P) or M,(P) it has an identity e, namely the unit 
mass at the origin, and so for y E E 

T,Y = T,e *Y I [O, &I. 

Extending T,e to be zero outside [0, 5011 gives the required measure p, 
the uniqueness being clear. In the other cases let {e,} be a bounded 
approximate identity in E, so that for y E E 

T,y = lim TC(e, * y) = lim( Tee, * y 1 [0, &I). 

The sequence { T,e,} is bounded in the Banach space F i[O, &xl. If 
F = M(P) this Banach space is the dual of C[O, &I; if F = 
L$,‘,,(P) p # 1 it is the dual of L*[O, &](where (I/ p) + (1 /Q) = 1 ), and 
if p = 1 F is a subspace of M(P). Thus in all cases {T,e,) has a w*- 
limit point p, and p E M[O, &x] in the first and last cases, p ELP[O, [a] 
in the other. As before extend p to be zero outside [0, [cY]. Then 

T,Y =P*YIP~5oL3 

for all continuous y with compact support, and hence for all y E E. 
Thus p is the required measure, uniqueness being clear. 

THEOREM 6. For a linear operator T : E --t F, where E, F are as 
given above, the following are equivalent. 

(i) T commutes with a dense set of shifts 

(ii) T commutes with all shz$s and is continuous 

(iii) T commutes with convolution 

(iv) TX = p * x for all x E E for some t.~ E M(P), and ,U E L?&(P) 
ifF = Go’,,(P), P # 1. 
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Proof. It is clear that (iv) implies all the others, (ii) implies (i) 
trivially and (iii) implies (ii) follows as in Theorem 4. We complete 
the chain by showing (i) implies (iv). 

Consider the sets X, Y defined above for the operator T. Since 
0 E Y Lemma 2 shows X # 0, and X is clearly connected. If 

KJ c -T 6, + ZJ the Banach-Steinhaus theorem shows Tf is con- 
tinuous, so 5 E X and X is closed. Thus if X # [0, co) 5 = sup X E X. 
Applying Lemma 3 there is p E M,(P)(p ELP(P) if F = L&,(P), 
p # 1) with 

for x E E. Consider the linear operator S : E -+ F defined by Sx = 
TX - p * x. Then SC = 0 and S commutes with a dense set of 
shifts (since T does) so applying Lemma 2 to S there is I’ > [ with 
S,, continuous. But then T,p is continuous, contradicting the definition 
of 5. It follows that X = [0, 00) and T is continuous (proving (ii)). 

The measures pE on [0, &Y] such that 

are unique, so together they define the measure p required by (iv). 
In the case E = L:,,(P), F = L&‘,,(P) the representation (iv) is 

obtained from (iii) in [l]. Note also that the same argument will prove 
Theorem 6 for the spaces E = L1(O, 1) or M(0, 1); F = Lp(0, 1) or 
M(0, 1). These spaces are of particular interest since they are radical 
Banach algebras (with identity adjoined in the measure case). Previous 
results on Banach algebras had been for semisimple algebras 
(Ll(R) e.g.). 

5 

As indicated earlier the basic idea behind the proofs of this paper is 
due to Diamond [4]. In this final section we deduce a generalization 
of his result from Theorem 6. 

THEOREM 7. Let P be the usual closed positive cone in R”. If 
vi E M(P), i = 1, 2 ,..., k and ui , i = 1, 2 ,..., k are continuous characters 
on P then the map 

is a continuous derivation on M(P). Moreover, every derivation on M(P) 
is of this form, and so is continuous. 
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Proof. For the first part it suffices to show that if 0 is a con- 
tinuous character on P then p t-+ Ott is a derivation, the continuity of 
the mapping being clear since u is bounded on compact sets. But if 
II, v E M(P) and E is a bounded Bore1 set 

as required. 

= up * v(E) + p * ov(E) 

Conversely, let D be a derivation on M(P), and for 5 E P denote by 
ep the unit mass at 4 (so that convolution by l c is the shift 6,). Then 

for each integer n. Thus if 17 E supp DQ , 7 3 (1 - (lln))t for all n 
so that r] > 1. It follows that DQ = q * vE for some vc E M(P); 
in fact vc = lim nDEcjn . 

Now let t1 ,..., I, denote the unit points of the axes in R”, so that 
any point 5 E P has a unique representation 

5 = i %5i , 
i=l 

where ai > 0. The CQ are of course just the coordinates of 6. Then the 
projections oi : 5 c+ oli , i = 1, 2 ,..., 12 form a basis for the continuous 
characters on P. Let D denote the derivation 

where DeCi = E~$ * vc, . Setting D, = D - D we have 

for i = 1, 2,..., 71. Since D, is a derivation it follows that D,Q = 0 
for each 5 = r& +,..., + rntrr where the r, are positive rationals, and 
hence D, commutes with 6, for all such e. But such 6 are dense in P 
so we may apply Theorem 6 to deduce that D, commutes with con- 
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volution. Thus if p E M(P) D,,p = D,(p c q,) = p * Doe,, = 0, whence 
D = D. 

It could be noted that the same argument shows that any derivation 
on M(P) for any closed cone P in R” satisfying the conditions of 
Theorem 6 is determined by its action on the unit masses Ed for 5 
lying in (a dense subset of) the unit sphere in P. 
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